Current EDM Projects Highlights

Young Addicts in Recovery
One of our projected projects is to offer a certain part of the program for young addicts, who want to attend the ECCNA.

Public Information
The PI project started with a PI presentation in the EU Parliament, and evolved in PI work with other international conferences and organizations.

FD/PR Collaboration
with other Zonal Forums and NAWS regards WSC survey.

ECCNA

The ECCNA - European Conference and Convention of Narcotics Anonymous - is an annual event that combines the celebration of recovery with service-oriented workshops, on the same date and venue.

- The summer conference of the European Delegates Meeting (EDM)
- The European Convention of Narcotics Anonymous (ECCNA)

Each year the EDM delegates the responsibility for planning and hosting the ECCNA to one of the bidding NA Communities.

The ECCNA bidding process is open to proposals from community’s presenting to the EDM (Summer Meeting), two years in advance.

European Delegates Meeting

The EDM is a European based forum of multilingual and multicultural NA communities inside and outside Europe, whose mission is to further their common welfare and unity, support their growth and help them fulfill their primary purpose of carrying the NA message to the still suffering addict.
The Conference

The EDM meets for 4 days twice a year:
• One "Summer Meeting" held at the host town and around the same date of the ECCNA.
• One "Winter Meeting" held at a location agreed on by the body.

Regional Delegates are the voice of the individual communities. They carry the experience of their communities to the EDM, share challenges and solutions with other delegates. Currently 29 regions participating at the EDM: Adriatic Region, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovak Region, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, German-Speaking Region, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, UK.

The Steering Committee (Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, Treasurer) facilitates our meetings and keeps track of matters that occur in between our summer and winter meeting.

The Fellowship Development Committee made up of a chair and a vice chair, and available members of the EDM Human Resource Pool doing the FD work.

The Media Coordinator is responsible for our website and for the visual presentation of the EDM in general.

What we do

Community Reports
Each community report on developments, events, service issues, and problems. Based on Questions & Answers, we are sharing challenges and solutions with other delegates.

Fellowship Development Reports
General report about FD activities between EDM conferences, FD Task Teams, European Service Learning Days.

Workshops
The FD Committee hold workshops for the delegates on relevant topics and collaborates with NAWS in the facilitation of workshops that are requested by communities as well.

Workgroups
We have workgroups about arising topics that work on solutions and present them to the body so we can make decisions or decide to do something new.

Consensus Based Decision Making
A consensus system is used in the (great) majority of cases, with qualified majority decisions made only as a last resort. We always try to make our decisions by consensus, meaning that we try to come to an agreement rather than a majority decision.

Fellowship Development
Fellowship Development has become one of the central activities of EDM, offering support to emerging NA communities to help them build their service structures and deal with local issues. We do this in a number of ways depending on the circumstances and resources required.

Task Teams
FDC plan FD activities and coordinates the Task Team (TT) work by suggesting candidates for FD trips, primarily made of the Human Resource Pool of EDM.

Learning Days (ESL)
This event is mainly for our members in service, actually doing the service, dedicated to learning, training and sharing experiences. ESL is solely focusing on NA service and helping communities grow.

EDM NEWS
The EDM newsletter where we provide information on EDM’s projects and developments, primarily about Fellowship Development projects.

Projected Online Workshops
For the future we are planning online workshops for regional/area service matters.

Contact Us
Steering Committee
contact@edmna.org

Fellowship Development Committee
fdc@edmna.org

Visit us on the web:
www.edmna.org